
Mechanical gaming keyboard with detachable numerical keypad Ref: 6938820412588
Mechanical gaming keyboard with detachable numerical keypad Delux KM12+KN12 RGB
Mechanical gaming keyboard
Get outside the gaming keyboard box and choose the Delux KM12 with the additional Delux KN12 numeric keypad. Compact in its size
and conveniently plug-and-play, it lets you freely set additional numeric key functions to enhance every online and offline duel.Hold the
smaller keyboard standard or closer to your mouse for quick access to additional inventory or skills.
 
 
Durability for years
50  million  clicks  and  OUTEMU  Blue  switches  will  give  you  fast  response  and  high  resistance,  for  hours  of  entertainment,  while  the
advanced anti-ghosting system allows you to press 24 keys simultaneously. Good for local keyboard battles. Macro keys will  also help
you in gameplay, and you can set them freely according to your needs.
 
 
Different backlight modes
Use  one  of  the  9  backlight  modes  on  the  main  keyboard  and  7  backlight  modes  on  the  numeric  keypad  to  create  a  matched  pair  to
support you at all times. There's also a rainbow LED effect for a true gaming experience. Change the backlighting with the software or via
keyboard shortcuts.
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17 freely programmable keys
You will benefit from the capabilities of the numeric keypad not only in everyday use. Each of its 17 keys is programmable, giving you 17
different ways to create your own automation for any game or application. The keyboard is equipped with OUTEMU Blue switches, giving
you precise feedback and a crisp click to confirm your action. 
 
Additional functionality
Like most modern keyboards, the Delux KM12 +KN12 is equipped with additional USB ports. You can plug in your headphones, mouse, as
well as a pendrive or external drive, without having to reach for the back of your computer or under your desk. Everything is quick and
easy.
.
 
 
Included
Keyboard KM12+Kn12
Instruction manual
USB C cable
Cable
Drivers on CD
Reserve switches x6
Reserve switches
Key extractor
 
Specification 
  
Keyboard type: 
mechanical 
Interface: 
USB 
Communication with computer: 
Wired 
Number of keys: 
104 (87+17 on numeric) 
Key life: 
50 million 
Backlighting: 
YES, RGB 
Switch Type: 
Outemu blue 
Compatibility: 
Windows 7/8/10/ MAC 
Software: 
English language, fully programmable buttons 
Cable length 
1.8 m
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Price:

€ 13.00

Gaming, Keyboards
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